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Fluctuations in the Josephson–pancake
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Abstract
We study vortex ﬂuctuations in strongly anisotropic layered superconductors placed in tilted magnetic ﬁelds where
there are two alignments of vortices: pancake vortices (PVÕs) oriented along the c-axis, and Josephson vortices (JVÕs)
aligned along the ab-plane. For low enough out-of-plane magnetic ﬁelds Hc , the JV sublattice pins some PVÕs, conﬁning
several of their degrees of freedom. This can result in the suppression of PV thermal ﬂuctuations and a weak increase in
the out-of-plane vortex lattice melting ﬁeld Bmelt
with increasing in-plane magnetic ﬁeld Hab .
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Direct visualization [1–3] as well as magnetic [4,5]
and transport [6,7] measurements show that oblique
magnetic ﬁelds penetrate a strongly anisotropic layered
superconductor as two perpendicular alignments of
vortices. The pancake vortex (PV) lattice, oriented
originally along the c-axis, is locally bent by the in-plane
current generated by Josephson vortex (JV), which are
conﬁned in-between CuO2 layers. Such an interaction
between both vortex subsystems somewhat links the
degrees of freedom of PVÕs and JVÕs, giving a quite unusual shape for the vortex lattice melting transition line
on the Hc –Hab phase diagram [4–7]. For instance, the
experimentally observed linear decay of the out-of-plane
melting ﬁeld Hcmelt with the in-plane magnetic ﬁeld Hab
[4–7] was thermodynamically interpreted [8] via the linear increase of the free energy of the crossing vortex
lattices with Hab . The ﬂuctuation mechanism of this
linear decay is probably related to the softening of the

elastic constants of the PV sublattice by the c-axis
component of the JV current. With further increasing
the in-plane magnetic ﬁeld Hab , the out-of-plane melting
ﬁeld component shows a plateau-like dependence or
even a slow increase [5–7]. The origin of this dependence
was attributed to the trapping of some PVÕs by JVs [7,9].
In this paper we demonstrate how the sticking of PVÕs to
JVÕs inﬂuences the PV thermal ﬂuctuations and the
vortex lattice melting transition.
Here we consider weak, Hc < U0 =ðc2 s2 Þ, out-of-plane
magnetic ﬁelds Hc , when any z–x wall formed by JVÕs
can eﬀectively interact with only one PV row placed
directly on the wall (see Fig. 1) 1 In this case, the
strongly pinned PV chains coexist with the very weakly
deformed PV lattice settled between JVÕs [8]. However,
the pinned PV rows (chains) restrict the degrees of
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For high out-of-plane magnetic ﬁelds, Hc > U0 =ðc2 s2 Þ, the
pinning of PVÕs by JVÕs is weak. In that case, the elasticity of the
PV lattice is suppressed by interactions with the out-of-plane
currents generated by JVÕs, resulting in increasing PV ﬂuctuations and a linear decay of Bmelt
with increasing Hab [10].
z
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the mutual JV–PV sticking potential, trapping
PV chains in the potential wells produced by the JVÕs. The very
weakly deformed PV lattice conﬁned between wells has less
degrees of freedom: the y-displacement waves with nodes at the
potential wells (examples plotted in the inset) can only propagate on the PV lattice.

freedom of the remaining PVÕs, ﬁxing their y-displacement as uy ðnaJ Þ ¼ 0, with aJ equal to the distance between nearest JV walls, and n an integer. Thus, the
‘‘free’’ x-displacement ux canR be expanded via the usual
Fourier integral as ux ¼ BZ ux ðkÞ expðikrÞ d3 k=ð2pÞ3 ,
where the integration in k-space is done over the ﬁrst
Brillouin zone (BZ): kx2 þ ky2 < 4pBz =U0 (Bz is the magnetic induction along the c-axis), jkz j < kzmax ¼
minð1=nc ; 1=sÞ with the c-axis coherence length nc and
distance between CuO2 planes s. However, the y-displacement uy of PVÕs conﬁned between two neighboring
1) can be expressed as uy ¼
RPV chains (Fig.
ððdkxz dqy Þ=ð4p3 ÞÞuy ðkxz ; qy Þ sinðqy yÞ expðikxz rxz Þ, with
kxz ¼ kx ex þ kz ez , rxz ¼ xex þ zez , and unit vectors ex and
ez along x and z axes. The wave vectors
in the last
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Fourier expansion are restricted as
Bx =ðcU0 Þ 
1=aJ < qy < 1=ap , q2y þ kx2 < 4pBz =U0 , and jkz j < kzmax .
Here, Bx is the in-plane magnetic induction. The ycomponent qy of the PV wave vector is restricted from
below because only waves with nodes on the neighboring JV walls can propagate in the PV lattice.
If, in addition, the c-axis magnetic ﬁeld satisﬁes the
inequality Hc < U0 =k2ab , the main contribution to the
elastic free energy is related to the electromagnetic tilt
rigidity of PVÕs:
F ¼

1
2

Z

1
þ
2

d3 k
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The shift of the vortex lattice melting transition to
higher out-of-plane magnetic ﬁelds by applying an inplane ﬁeld is related to the growth of the number of the
mutual JV–PV pinning centers, resulting in the increase
of the fraction of the frozen degrees of freedom of
PVÕs. Nevertheless, an almost constant Bmelt
versus Bx is
z
usually observed [5,7]. A possible reason for this discrepancy is that the transition line separating the latticechain state from the phase with the unpinned PV and JV
sublattices does not depend on Hab [9]. Thus, the growth
of Bmelt
may be suppressed by defrosting the PV degrees
z
of freedom, giving an almost constant dependence
Bmelt
ðBx Þ. The increase of Bmelt
with increasing Hab obz
z
served in [4] could be related to the commensurability of
the Josephson vortex lattice and the pancake vortex
lattice; this keeps the PVÕs trapped by JVÕs with increasing Hc and Hab .
In conclusion, the ﬂuctuations of the pancake vortices in the mixed chain-lattice phase of the PV sublattice
in the crossing vortex lattice structure are studied. We
show that the linear decay of the out-of-plane vortex
lattice melting ﬁeld with increasing in-plane magnetic
ﬁeld is stopped due to the freezing of the PV degrees of
freedom.
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U 44 uy ðkxz ; qy Þuy ðkxz ; qy Þ;
4p3

dom attributed
R to PV displacements along the x and y
axes: Nx ¼ BZ d3 k=ð2p3 Þ kz Bz =ðpU0 Þ, while Ny ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R 2
d kxz dqy =ð4p3 Þðkz =pÞ Bz =U0 ½ Bz =U0  Bx =ðcU0 Þ .
In order to understand qualitatively how the freezing
of some degrees of freedom of PV lattice inﬂuences the
vortex lattice melting transition, we can use the Lindemann criterion hu2 i ¼ c2L a2p ¼ c2L U0 =Bz with the interpancake distance ap and the Lindemann number cL . The
last equation
can beﬃ approximately rewritten in the form
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Bmelt
 12 Bmelt
Bx =c ¼ B0 , with the melting ﬁeld B0 if
z
z
H is applied along the c-axis: B0 ¼ c2L U30 lnð1 þ 4k2ab =
ðc2L a2p ÞÞ=ð64pT k2ab kz Þ. If an applied in-plane magnetic
ﬁeld satisﬁes the inequality Hab  16cB0 , the dependence
of Bmelt
on the in-plane ﬁeld Bx is expressed as
z
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 Bx B0
melt
:
ð2Þ
B0 þ
Bz
2
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ð1Þ

where the elastic stiﬀness is the k-independent constant
U 44 ¼ U0 lnð1 þ 4k2ab =c2L a2p Þ=ð32p2 k4ab Þ as long as jkz j <
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kz ¼ minðp=s; c lnð1 þ 4k2ab =c2L a20 Þ=kab Þ. By using Eq.
(1), the mean square displacements of PVÕs from their
equilibrium positions associated with thermal ﬂuctuations can be estimated as hu2 i ¼ ðT =U 44 ÞðNx þ Ny Þ,
where Nx and Ny are the number of the degrees of free-
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